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MERCEDES WEDDING CAR

The great alternative: Mercedes Benz S Class

Let's face it, when it comes to planning a wedding, only the best is considered. Hiring the utmost luxurious cars, like the good old reliable Rolls-Royce or

Bentley will be on top of the list. They are quite pricy to hire up to £500 per hour to be exact. This is more likely to present a serious cash flow problem. So if

the budget cannot stretch that far, there is an equally prestigious alternative - the Mercedes S-class. 

This super luxurious beauty won't definitely be an eye sore at weddings - and only costing £150 per hour to hire, there is no need to comprise on style. It may

be more compact than the classic Rolls-Royce or Bentley, but the Mercedes S-Class offer ample of legroom, so there won't be any awkward moment for the
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be more compact than the classic Rolls-Royce or Bentley, but the Mercedes S-Class offer ample of legroom, so there won't be any awkward moment for the

bride and the large wedding dress! 

The bride and gloom will enjoy the comfort of the luxurious leather interior, enjoying the smooth ride to the church. The makers of the Mercedes are very

smart cookies, as their flagship motor is known to be used for other special events: christenings, birthdays, corporate events, the list can go on forever. This is

due to its sheer understated style. 

In the UK, there's a sharp increase in the number of Mercedes S Class used at weddings. During the times of hardship, online wedding car hire services are

advertising the Mercedes S Class alongside the old favourite Rolls-Royce and Bentley. According to the Online wedding car hire services, the bride and groom to

be are more likely to choose the white or silver but it is also known that even the black Mercedes are used in for the special day! 

Looking at this German-make model and it's no wonder the Mercedes S Class is becoming more of a regular sight at UK weddings. 

Written by: Tracey Dawkins
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